Estimation of individual genetic effects from binary observations on relatives applied to a family history of respiratory illnesses and chronic lung disease of newborns.
This paper considers methods for estimating the relationship between a binary response Y and the genetic effects responsible for a second binary trait Z. The responses Y are observed only for target individuals, and the responses Z are observed only for the relatives of these targets. The analysis consists of two parts. The first part concerns the analysis of the family data Z and the second part estimates the relation between the genetic effects and Y. For the family data, a generalized linear mixed model with a logit link and Gaussian genetic (random) effects is used. Estimates of the variances of the genetic effects are obtained by using a pseudo-profile log-likelihood method. Estimation of the log likelihood involves averaging over n-dimensional normal distributions, which is done by importance sampling. The methods used in the second part are straightforward. The methods are applied to a data set containing chronic lung disease (CLDN) responses of newborns and asthma (AS), allergy (AL), chronic bronchitis (CB) and eczema (EC) responses observed for the relatives of these newborns. The clinical question is whether genetic effects of AS, AL, CB, and EC have an effect on the risk for CLDN. It can be concluded that for AS, AL, CB, and EC, the influence of genetic effects is significant. However, these genetic predispositions have no significant effect on CLDN.